
This Is No Time To
Doubt Your Security

TM

PIR Motion
Detectors

Accuracy That’s Been Proven All Over The World



Bravo. No Other PIR Even Comes Close
he reliability and performance
of your security system can be
greatly enhanced or impeded

by your choice of motion detector.
The key point to consider is this: if
the alarm sounds on your system,
has an intruder entered… or is it a
false alarm?  It’s not something you
want to be in doubt about, which is
why Bravo has risen to become the

overwhelming choice of home and
business owners worldwide.
Nothing can match a Bravo for its
sensitivity, accuracy and built-in
immunity to false alarms.  Even
lightning, static shocks and power
surges are no match for Bravo’s
superior design.  Simply put, Bravo
is built to provide the highest

immunity to false alarms possible…
without compromising catch in 
any way.
By ensuring significantly higher
levels of accuracy and stability under
all environmental and climatic
conditions, Bravo PIRs offer precisely
the level of security you’re looking
for.  And to make extra sure, every

individual unit is functionally tested
before leaving our factory.
By recommending Bravo, your
dealer is clearly demonstrating his
genuine concern for your safety and
security.  By choosing Bravo, you
are joining hundreds of thousands of
satisfied customers who wouldn’t
settle for anything less.

T

Because no security system can
outperform the detector that
alerts it, you need Bravo
PIR Motion Detectors for
complete peace of mind.
Bravo’s astounding
accuracy is the direct
result of unique multi-
level signal processing that
analyses each movement -
adjusts automatically for “fast/slow”
and “near/distant” motion - and
responds within a fraction of a second.

Accurate Detection

Reliable Performance
Regardless of temperature fluctuation -
which tends to swell or shrink a detector’s
sensitivity - Bravo ensures seamless
security from 32ºF (0ºC) to 122ºF (50ºC).
Automatic temperature compensation
maintains maximum catch… without any
increase in risk of false alarms.

False Alarm Immunity
Bravo works just as precisely to prevent false alarms 
as it does to catch an intruder.  With stronger light filters,
unique multi-level signal processing and carefully
positioned transient/static suppressors, Bravo assures
outstanding protection against all false alarm sources…
lightning, power surges,
static, radio interference,
car headlights,
fluorescent lights,
insects and dust.

Proven Worldwide
Because of its incomparable reputation 

for accuracy, immunity and reliability,
Bravo has rapidly become one of the
most widely used motion detectors
in the world.  It has proven itself in
all types of environments - private
homes, office buildings, commercial,

institutional and industrial complexes
- and under all climatic conditions.

Three Models to Meet Precise Needs
Bravo 2 Standard-Range PIR
is ideal for residential security
systems and all normal office &
commercial installations.

Bravo 3 Long-Range PIR
is recommended for larger residential,
commercial & industrial installations
that require extended range sensing
without any compromise in accuracy.

Bravo Quad PIR
is specifically designed for commercial,
institutional & industrial environments
that experience abnormally severe or
volatile conditions.

Selection Chart Bravo 2

BV-200

BV-201

BV-202

BV-300

BV-301

BV-302

BV-400

BV-401

BV-402

Bravo 3 Bravo Quad

With Form “A” Alarm
Contact 

With Form “A” Alarm
Contact & Tamper Switch 

With Form “C” Alarm
Contact & Tamper Switch 
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Passive Infrared Motion Detectors


